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The. elastic hadron-hadron scatte~ing plays an impo~.tant role in th~ inv~stigation 

of strong interactions. For the description of the interaction ·at small distances we have 

the exact theory, QCD, but for the)ntetaction, at large distances, that is the basis 

for the elastic scattering at small angles, .the calculation. in the,framework of QCD 

is impossible at present .. These two. domains are tightly connected:and. the experi

mental determination.of the parameters.of elasti'c scattering is very,important for the 

development of the modern strong interaction theory [1]. 

The potential of interaction of charged hadrons is a sum of coulomb and nuclear 

interactions. After the eikonal summatio~ tl~e terms with the co~lomb 
1

and nuclear 

interactions appear. As a ·result, the total interaction amplitude has a complicated 

struct_4re .and depend~ on• the spin ,p.iramet~rs. However, currently, f~t ~uffkieutly high 
energies and sm.all scattering angles the contribution of spin-fiip amplitudes, can u,sually · 

be neglected [2]. 

A surprisingly high value of the ratio p of the real to imaginary part· of the for

ward elastic scattering amplitude obtained by the UA4 Collab_oration [3] gave rise to 

".'.arious theoret_ical interpretations [4]. A new 1,xperiment was_ made by the. U_A4/2 

Collaboratim;_ [5] .to confirm or to specif_y this value of p. This experiment gives uniq~e 

experimental data: a very small value of jtj was reached for a large enough energy and 

the differe~tial cross, section was ~btained with sufficiently small errors. I~ a ~relin;{ 

nary publication the ,authors gave the_ calculated value p = 0'.135 ± .. 01,5.> This vahie ~f' 
p refutes -the previous UA4 data and is close to many odderon models. But is i_t reaUy 

so? 

In paper (6] the existence of four possibilities is noticed for understanding the large 

value of p. In this work, we carry out a ~arefu1'analysis of the new experimeiital UA4/2 

data trying to take int~··account ~nly thes~ experimental data. Thi~ analysis shows, 

froni our viewpoint, that the value of p is sufficiently large' and is not in' contradiction 

with the UA4 experimental data. Moreover, these data, maybe, show for .the first time 

a real possibility for the existence of the spin-flip amplitude at superhigi/enei'gies ii~ 

the range of small ltl. · 
The differential cross sections measured in the experiment are described by the 

square of the scattering amplitude 

do-/dt = 7r (F6(t) + (1 + p(s, t)) I~FMs, t) ,= 2(p(s, t) + o:cp)) ImFNFo), ' : (1) 
. •. ., , ' . , : 'I ·:•' ' 

where Fe = ,=2o:G2 /ltl is the coulomb amplitude; o: is lthe fine-structure constant and 

G(t) is the p;oton electromagnetic fo~m factor squared; p(s, t) = Re F(s, t)/ Im F(s, t). 



Just this formula is used for the fit of experimental data determining the coulomb 

and hadron amplitudes and the coulomb- hadron phase to obtain the value of p( s, t ). 

Solving (1) for the imaginary part of the hadron amplitude, we get 

Im FN(s, t) = - p + acp Fe+ [(p + acp)2 F.2 + _l_( .!_ da(s, t) - f.2)]1/2_ (2) 
1 + p2 (1 + p2)2 C (1 + p2) 7r dt C . 

• Here, the one-to-one correspondence of the imaginary part of the hadron amplitude 

and p(s, t) is seen .. At each point ~f the transfer Il/-omentum, using j,(s, t) we can obt~in 

ImF(s, t) from the experimental data on the differential cross 'sections. The phase of 

the coulomb-hadron interaction has been calculated and discussed by many authors {7) 
and has the form (8) · 

cp(s, t) = =t=b + ln(Bjtj/2) + ln(l + _8/(BA 2)) + 
(4jtj/A2) ln(4jtj/A2) + 2jtj/A2], (3) 

where A is~ constant entering into the dipole form factor. The pure hadron amplitude 

is :represented in the exponential form in the range of the diffraction pe,;_k and a small 
interval of t: , .. ! 

. F(s,t) = A (i + p) exp(-B(s,t)/2 jtl), (4) 

~he~'e A is the inte~action effectiv~ constant. In the experiment t_he coeffi~ient p(s, t) is 

obtained fro~ th~ analysis 'of.the diffe~ential cross sections in the region of the coulomb
hadroi1 interfererice'where the coulo.mb ~nd hadron amplitudes are nearl_y°e~1ual to 
one' another and their interference term has the maximum relative contributio11. The 

. imaginary part of the amplitude of elastic scattering is connected with the t~tal cross 

section 

111o1(s) = 41r/m T(s,t = 0). 

In work [5], the value ofp was obt~ined by using formula (1), but the value of A in 

(4) was determined from another _experi1U:ent [9]. This experiment gives 11101 • (1 + p2) = 
63.3mb, and for p = .15 one obtains atot = 61.9mb. It is just the value used in work (5] 

to co~1mte p. Therefore the.formula for the imaginary part of the scatteriug amplitude 

isrepresente1 as_follows: 

ImT(s,t) =A,,· exp(-B · jtl); 

A,, = (a:o, · (1 +Pi)~ 63.3)/(1 + pn/(41r · 0.38937966). 

(5) 

The constant A,, is in fact dependent on af01 and P1 defined from another experiment. 
·''' . . ' ,. 

Note that'the error of af01 is not included in the final error of P2• 
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As is noted ii). previous paper (10], the procedure of extrapolation of the imaginary 

part of scattering amplitude is very significant for dete1:mini11g a
101

• The importance 

of the extrapolated contribution is seen from paper (11] where the contribution to 

l1tot of a 0 6., the directly measured value, and of flu., and .6.uinel, the extrapolated 
contributions of the elastic and inelastic cross sections, are shown at energies ,Is.= 
30.6 GeV, 52.8 GeV and 62.7 GeV. One can see that the growth of the total cross 

sections is due to t>.u.1 by 50% for pp and nearly by 100% _for pp scattering. 

.If we can determine the value of p using (2_), then we obtain almost the sa1iJe valu; 

(see Table, variant _l) p = 0.137 ± .007, 'theierror is only statistical. Insignificant 

diffefence from the result (5] may consist in more precise numerical calculati~ns. Let 

us take the value A,,-+ A as,a free par~meter..In this case we obtain p = 0.148±0.018 
· (see var. 2 in Table ). 

In these two variants we .suppose that the amplitude has a constant sl?pe iu this 
range of transfer momenta. Let us examine this supposition as this unique experiment 

allows us to do it. We will reduce the number ff the consider~d experimental points 

from 99,95,90,85 ... to -50 and therefore the interval of transfer momenta fro111 !ti = 
120 .. 10-

3
GeV

2 
to ltl = 18. 10-3 GeV,2, and will obtain a new value of Pi a!ld H;. wt'. 

show that the value of p; grows and the value of B; decreases (see figs. 1 and 2 ). 

Therefore our _method of determination of p depends on t·he inv~stigated interval of !ti. · 

Let .us examine another form of the scattering amplitude which is jtj ,dependent 
\. ·' 

in form (see var. 3,4 ··and 5,6 in Table ). For variants 3,4 we also take the constant 

Au as in workJ5] an1 obtain some_decrease of x2 and growth of;P· The values of the 

constant C ar~ 0.86.::1: 0.48 and -0.15 ± 0.08 respectively., In. v~riants 5;6 we chauge 

again A,, to A as a free parameter. The x2 continues to decrease and p grows. In these 

vari.ants the values of the' constant Care 1.80_± 0.56 and ~0.27";:l: 0.097 respectively. 

We obtain the decrease of x2 almost by 8% and large gr?wth of p. But which for111 of 

the scattering amplitude will be obtained in these cases? As the value of the coelficieut 

C is positi~e in variants 3,5 ahd negative in variants 4,6, we ~btain a decrease of the 

'slope of the scattering amplitude in these cases when t -+ 0. It is to be recalled that 

the slope of differential cross sections grows in the range of jt[ near 0.05 - 0.4Ge V2 an<l 

now we see that it decreases_ when jtj -+ 0. This is very unusual and imposes strong 

restri~tions both on the,ordl~ary pomeron and the odder~n models. This behavior of 

the scattering amplitude is, maybe, due to its some osc_illations [12] or can be obtained 

by taking into ~ccount the next rescattering. term of the amplitude. In the latter case. 
we also obtain a large value of p {see var. 7,8 in Table ). 

This requires one or two additional free parameters and raises problems with the sum-
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Table. 

. 99 

N F(s,t)++ E.xl B (GeV-.2) p 
i-1 

1 Au· exp(-B/2: !ti) 106.52 15.52 ± 0.06 .137 ± .007 

2 A· exp( ....:B/2' !ti) 106.06 15.50 ± 0.07 :148 ± .018 

• I • • 

3 Au• exp(-B/2 · !ti- C * t2
} 103.24 15.16 ± 0.20 .147 ± .009 

4 Au· exp(-B/2 · !ti - C: .Jftj) 102.90 16.21 ± 0.36 . .168 ±.ois 

5 A· exp(-B/2: !ti - C · t2
) 100.20 14.91 ± 0.25 .188 ± .027 

6 A· e~p(-B/2 · !ti - C · ..jjtf) 98.44 16.66 ± 0.43 .2437 ± .045 

7 Ai· exp(-B/2 · !ti) 99.42 16.76 ± 0.43 .197 ± :029 

-A2 • exp(-B • !ti) 
,, 

8 Ai· exp(-Bi/2 · !ti) 98.0 15.74 ± 0.26 .236 ± .061 

-A2 • exp(-B2/2 · !ti) 

9 A• exp(-B/2 · !ti) and 98.62 15.67 ± 0.065 .233 ± .022 

p+- = ./ftf A· exp(-B · !ti) 

10 Au· exp(-B/2 · !ti) and 102.90 15.63 ± 0.08 .152 ± .011 

p+- = JiTT -A,• exp(-B :ltl) 
. 

11 Au2 · exp(-B/2 · It!) and 99 .. 8 15.64 ± 0.08 .178±.011 

p+- = .Jfti •A,· exp(-B · !ti) 
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Utot (mb) 

62.13 

62.79 

61.96 

61.56 

63.74 

, 63.4 
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mation of non-leading terms of the scattering amplitude .. This lea<ls us to the rnui;c u[ 
'theoretical 1~odels whereas we wish to stay only i1.1 the rra:iuework of this experiment. 
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However, maybe, the matter is simpler. Let us consider the possibility :of the 

contribution of the spin-flip amplitude to the dif:£erential cross sections. The simplest 

form of this amplitude that gives a sufficiently large contribution in the range of small 

!ti and does not change the form of the differential cross sections_ at large, It!, _is, for 

example, as follows: 

p+-(s, t) = v'itf ·A• exp(-H · ltl): · (Ci) 

In this case we don't introduce additional free para.meters.· As·we ·~~11 see from variaut 

9 of Table , we obtain the same minimum of x2 without additi~nal paranieters for 

the slope.,' Let us examine again the behavior of. our parameters as a functioll of the 
considered interval of transfer momenta. We obtain that in this· va~·iaut.the values 

of the slope a.nd p do not change with decreasing intervals of ltl (see figs. · 1 and 2). 

This shows that the possibility of the existence of the spin-fliv amplitude auil its 

manifestation hi this ~xpel'iment is sufficiently large. However, we obtain.a very large 
value of u

101 
• (1 + p2), dil.f~rent from 63.3 ± 1.5mli by three· errors: The <legree of the · 

increase of u
101 

is examined [13). It is clear that such a large value·of u101 .requircs 

special explanation. If we use the fixed value of A~ and make A,11in free para.meter, 

then· we obtain variant 10. The increase by onejerror for u,0 ,'leads to Au2 in variant 

11. Evide0:tly, there is a direct relationship between the ~alues ofp and Au . 
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Thus,· we can make the following conclusion. The uew 1:JA4/"!. experimeulal dala 
measured with very small errors and in a. sufficiently small interval of tninsfor n10i11c11la 
allow us to calculate the normalization coefficient, determine the values of p aucl the 

slope (B)ba.sed only on this experiment, The analysis of these experimental data· 

gives an essentially large value of p, most likely, p = 0.19 ± 0.03 (only statistical en'or). 

This contradicts neither the value p = 0.168 ± Q.018, when we lean ·upon th~ earlier 

obtained u,0 1, nor p = 0.24 ± .045, when we take <{tot as a free param~ter. The question 

of manifestation of the spin-flip amplitude in the•diffraction scatteri,ig is exceptiuually 
interesting. We show that this possibility is sum:cieutly probable. This is tighlly rnu

nected with the value of u 101 • It would be ve~y i;mportaut to have so!1;e experimental 
points in the range before ltlma:< at which.the re\ative maximum of interference of the 
coulomb nucleon amplitudes occurs. In this case the normalizatio'.1 will be entirely 
determined by the coulomb amplitude. It sharply decreases the enors of the obtainecl 

u101, p and B. The manifestation.of spin-flip amplitude requires pola:rizatiou experi

ments in the diffraction range. Sonie models. predict sufficiently large effects iu this 

energy range (see [14, 15]) especially in the ral}ge of the cliffraction minimum for tlie 

polarization and in the range of ltl = 1-:- 3GeV2 for ANN• 
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Cemonrn O.B. E2-93-454 
1!To MO)KHO Y3HaTb 
H3 HOBhlx ;o;aHH&Ix KOJIJia6opau,nn UA4/2 

T:w;aTCJI&HhlH ammn3 HOB&1x ;o;aHHhlX KOJJJia6opau,nn UA4/2 noKa3hlBaeT, 
11To 3TH ;o;aHHhle ;o;aIOT cy:w;ecrBeHHO 6on&myro BeJIH'lHHY 
p = ReT(s, t)I Im(s, t), He npoTH:sope11a:w;yro npe;o;I,I;IJ;y:m;nM ;o;aHHhlM KOJIJia6o
pau,nn UA4. I1MeIOTCSI onpe;o;eJieHHhle OCHOBaHHSI nonaraTb, 11TO 3TOT 3KCnepn
MeHT BnepBhle o6Hapy)KHBaeT B03MO)KHOe cy:w;eCTBOBaHHe aMilJIHTY;IJ;bl C nepe
BOpOTOM CilHHa npH CBepXBblCOKHX 3Heprnsix H B o6JiaCTH MaJiblX nepe;o;a11 
HMnyn&ca. 

Pa6oTa B&IDOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpnn Teopen111ecKoil qm3HKH HM. H.H.Boro
nro6oBa 011.sIH: 

IlpenpHHT Q(n,eAHHCHIIOI'O HHCTHT)'Ta Sl,!lepHbIX HCCJieAOBaHHtt. ,1J.y611a, 1993 

Selyugin O.V. E2-93-454 
What Can Be Learnt from the New UA4/2 Data 

A careful analysis of the new data of the UA4/2 collaboration reveals that 
these data give an essentially large value of p = ReT(s, t)I Im(s, t) that does not 
contradict the early UA4 experiment. There are grounds for thinking that this 
experiment reveals for the first time a real possibility of the existence of the 
spin-flip amplitude at superhigh energies in the range of small transfer 
momenta. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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